Peer advisors

$100,000 grant enables programs to get started with alcohol and drug education

Christine Emery
Contributing Writer

Getting students to think about what they’re doing when they drink is the focus of the University of Idaho Student Advisory Services’ new Peer Advisor Program.

"The goal of this program is to provide healthy lifestyle information to students," said Chris Wuthrich, assistant Greek advisor and coordinator of the Peer Advisor Program.

The Peer Advisor Program came about through a grant from the United States Department of Education. The Fund for Improvement of Post Secondary Education (FPSEE) grant of $100,000 was given to UI to develop the Peer Education program.

The program has three parts: peer education, a drug and alcohol survey and Vandal Road Stops. Vandal Road Stops is a state-wide program set up at rest areas in Idaho serving free coffee.

"Basically, what this does is just reminds students that if they are drinking and driving, they shouldn’t," said Wuthrich. "It’s an awareness thing. We’ve had a lot of parents and alumni work on this. We held one on November 21 in McCall and it worked out really well."

The drug and alcohol survey will be mailed Feb. 7. It is an anonymous survey that will assess the level of alcohol and drug use at UI. Peer advising will be tailored to meet the needs of students according to the results of the survey.

"This is all related to changing campus culture," said Wuthrich. "We’re trying to change campus culture so that drinking is less glamorous, the same way that non-smoking campaigns have made cigarette smoking less glamorous."

The peer education program is open to any student. Peer advisors will provide resources and assistance to students through alcohol and other drug abuse prevention education. The program is designed to prepare students for the challenges they face daily.

"The survey comes from a nationwide movement away from alcohol and drugs. Current research shows that one-third of students don’t drink, and another one-third of students prefer to go to parties where alcohol and drugs are not used. The government funds projects based on this research."

"The survey will see what students say confidentially about alcohol and drug abuse," Wuthrich added. "We feel that if a healthy voice is allowed to come out, drug and alcohol abuse will decline.

The peer advisors learn communication, organizational, program development and presentation skills that will help them understand what people are saying to them," said Wuthrich.

"Advisors are not going to be telling people to do certain things. That will be up to the advisor,” said Wuthrich.

We hope to have the peer advisors by mid-February, and begin in March," said Wuthrich.

The decision to implement this program comes from a nationwide movement away from alcohol and drugs. Current research shows that one-third of students don’t drink, and another one-third of students prefer to go to parties where alcohol and drugs are not used. The government funds projects based on this research.

"The survey will see what students say confidentially about alcohol and drug abuse," Wuthrich added. "We feel that if a healthy voice is allowed to come out, drug and alcohol abuse will decline.

The peer advisors will learn communication, organizational, program development, and presentation skills that will help them understand what people are saying to them," said Wuthrich.

"Advisors will not be telling people to do certain things. That will be up to the advisor,” said Wuthrich.

"I'm very pleased with the response," Wuthrich concluded.
Women's rugby club seeks new members

The University of Idaho Women's Rugby Club is looking for players. They meet and practice at 6 p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays in the Combat room in Memorial Gym. For info call Sig at 833-0152.

Pregnant, nursing mothers hold session

There will be a La Leche League meeting Thursday at 6:30 p.m. for pregnant and nursing mothers. The topic of this meeting is "Advantages of Breast Feeding to Mother and Baby." Please call 233-6707 for the location of this meeting.

IFC to meet in SUB tonight for meeting

Interfraternity Council will meet tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the SUB Gold room. All chapters are reminded to send representatives to this meeting.

September trip slides to be shown at mtg.

The student chapter of the Society of American Foresters will meet Wednesday in Forestry 10 at 5:30 p.m. Slides of their September trip to the national convention will be shown.

New country-western dance class offered

The University of Idaho Enrichment Program is offering a Country Western Pattern Dance class. Learn to identify different dances to the correct music and do short sequences to basic dances. Classes will be Wednesdays, Feb. 2-16 from 7-8:30 p.m. at the Latah County Fairgrounds. To register, call the Enrichment Program at 885-6486.

Guitar picking class to run through April 4

The University of Idaho Enrichment Program is offering a fingerpicking guitar course. Learn beginning techniques and chords, then move on to experience several guitar styles. The class will meet Mondays through April 4 from 7-8:30 p.m. For more information or to register, call the Enrichment Program at 885-6486.

Desktop Publishing class offered this month

The Enrichment Program is offering two Desktop Publishing courses in February. Desktop Publishing with PageMaker, IBM version, will be Tuesdays starting today through Feb. 22 from 6:30-9 p.m. In Adobe 225. Desktop Publishing with WordPerfect 6.0 will be Wednesdays from Feb. 9 through March 2 from 6:30 p.m. in Education 203. For more information or to register, call the Enrichment Program at 885-6486.

Basic automotive class taught all month long

The University of Idaho Enrichment Program is offering a basic automotive course. The program offers students a chance to learn to prevent expensive repair bills. The class will meet Sundays from 1-4 p.m. at Automotive Maintenance Specialties in Moscow. For more information or to register, call the Enrichment Program at 885-6486.

Career Fair success is aim of new session

Career Services will sponsor "How to Make a Career Fair Work for You" today from 5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. in the Career Services Center. For more information call Career Services at 885-6121.

KUID-TV searches for group of volunteers

KUID-TV is looking for volunteers to help with fundraising activities within the studio. Pamela Peterson, assistant development director for Channel 12, is looking for clubs, groups, organizations and individuals who wish to get involved in fundraising. Immediate openings are afternoons and evenings from Feb. 7 to Feb. 23. All sessions will be educational and enjoyable for participants but are not of a technical nature. Contact Peterson at 885-6723 for more information.

Cooperative education orientation being held

Cooperative Education Orientation will be held today from 12:30 p.m. to 1:15 p.m. in Ed 106. For more information on this orientation session, contact Cooperative Education at 885-5822.

Men's rugby club looks to expand team in '94

The Idaho Men's Rugby Club is looking for experienced and novice players for the 1994 season. Practice is in the Kibbie Dome Tuesdays and Thursdays at 6:30 p.m. For more information contact Mark Dobrovic at 883-2876.

Ugly cups sought for environment contest

Within student's cabinets, an ugly cup may be found. Students can help reduce the use of disposable drinking containers at the University of Idaho by donating their ugly cups. The Environmental Education Club will award the previous owner of the most visually disturbing cup on campus with a new beverage container. Students can drop off their cups to the ASUI office (Attn: Env. Ed.) with their name and phone number attached by Feb. 25. Feel free to direct calls to Jessica at 883-1830.

Alpha Gamma Delta would like to thank their 1993-1994 Officer Team and Congratulate their 1994-1995 Officers

Brenda Hinnenkamp..............PRESIDENT
Jill Pittman..................VICE PRESIDENT-FRATERNITY EDUCATION
Gena Merritt.................VICE PRESIDENT-SCHOLARSHIP
Kari Belliston...............RECORDING SECRETARY
Marian Tanger..............CORRESPONDING SECRETARY
Heather Greff.................TREASURER
Tisha Hart.......................Panhellenic Delegate
Hedi Gudmunsdan...........ACTIVITIES CHAIRMAN
Lisa Morshige..............HOUSE CHAIRMAN
Ashley Tribble................MEMBERSHIP CHAIRMAN
Dana Wohlschegel............PHILOSOPHY CHAIRMAN
Tina Cranston..............PUBLIC RELATIONS CHAIRMAN
Amy Thompson..................RITUAL CHAIRMAN
Melissa Martens............SOCIAL CHAIRMAN
Joy Schidler.................STANDARDS CHAIRMAN

CAREER DAY will be held Thursday in SUB

The College of Agriculture is sponsoring CAREER DAY Thursday from 11:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom. This event is open to students of all majors.

Off-campus job search to be simplified soon

Career Services will sponsor an "Off-Campus Job Search" session Wednesday from 3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in Brink Faculty Lounge. For more information call Career Services at 885-6121.

Women leaders wanted to make trip to D.C.

Sponsors of the 1994 "Women as Leaders" program, to be held in Washington, D.C., scheduled for May 16-28, are seeking women from the University of Idaho to participate. The program is looking for 50 college and university women from throughout the U.S. Interested women students can call 1-800-486-8924 for more information on availability of applications. Deadline for submitting applications is Feb. 15.

Financial aid forms due in office by February 15

The Office of Student Financial Aid Services reminds students that the priority application date for financial assistance is Feb. 15. Current UI students should have their UI Financial Aid Application on file in the Office of Student Financial Aid Services by that date.

Students should also have mailed their Free Application for Federal Student Aid of Renewal Application to the processor so it is received by Feb. 15. Students who meet these deadlines will receive first consideration for financial assistance for 1994-95. Applications are available in the Office of Student Financial Aid Services.

Panhellenic Council to meet at Alpha Phi

Panhellenic Council will meet Wednesday at 6 p.m. at Alpha Phi. Chapters are reminded to send their representative to this meeting.

For more information contact: Pamela Peterson at 885-6723.
Students may be taxpayers and not know it

Tim Helmkne

University of Idaho students may be entering the "real world" sooner than they may have anticipated. This can be a tax if they are required to file their federal income tax forms for income earned in 1993. If full-time students were working at least part-time, they may now officially be a taxpayer. These students may not be familiar with how to pay these taxes.

The student/workers may also need a crash course in how to withhold for the working student and potential taxpayer works. Part-time students also fit under these requirements.

Employers are required to withhold social security and income tax as well as federal income tax from their employee's pay checks. The income tax amount a worker pays, if any, depends on several things: whether he or she received scholarships that may be partially or fully taxable. Whether a guardian or a parent can claim the student as a dependent on his or her tax return. How much money he or she makes from tips, wages, investment income (e.g., interest on a savings account) or other income. Generally, students must pay income tax also if either of the following applies: They have more than $4000 in total income, including scholarships, and can be claimed as dependents; or They earn more than $1,700 in wages, tips, taxable scholarships and other earned income, and can be claimed as dependents.

Students who are 24 years old or younger and earn $2,350 or more a year usually cannot be claimed as dependents on their parents' or guardians' return, and can claim an exemption for themselves on their own tax return if they have to file. When students begin working a job they must fill out a Form W-4, an employer's withholding allowance certificate. This form tells the student's employer to determine the amount of taxes to withhold from the student's paycheck. The student and the employer should then use the W-4 worksheet to figure out how many allowances the student is entitled to.

Students may claim one allowance on their W-4 form for themselves, if no one else can claim them as a dependent. This decreases the amount of income tax withheld from each paycheck. If student chooses to claim zero allowances, their employer will withhold more. Students may be able to claim exemption from withholding on their W-4 form if they received a refund of all taxes withheld for the previous year, and expect all taxes withheld would be refunded when they file their tax return for 1993. Generally, if the student properly claims exemption, they do not have to file a tax return. At any time with a certain employer that a student's income increases or decreases, he or she should take a look at their W-4 form. This could mean the difference between paying taxes or receiving a refund at the end of the year. Until students could also be required to pay
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RHA wins national recognition

Marc Martinez
Contributing Writer

The word "dorm" often conjures up images of crowded, dark rooms with no privacy, a part of every first year student's life that is about as pleasurable as a root canal.

The University of Idaho recently earned national recognition for its residence halls when it was named the Interstate and Affiliate of College and University Residence Halls School of the Year. The award was handed out at a ceremo

nie in November at Arizona State Un

iversity. UI was competing against schools in areas such as Wyoming, Utah, Colorado, Arizona, New Mexico and parts of Canada.

"In my opinion, the fact that we've done a lot of good projects, like raising money for charity and the community, helped to distinguish us from other schools," said Dave Balenzano, former National Communications Coordinator for the UI Residence Halls Association.

Students who live in residence halls can determine how involved they want to be, Balenzano said. Those who choose leadership positions can represent their halls locally or nationally.

"There are numerous opportunities to whatever level they (the students) choose," said Kevin Bartz, former presi
dent of RHA.

"For those who get involved, it becomes a second family. It really eases the transition from high school to a universi-
ty," he added.

There are an estimated 1600 students living in the 20 UI residence halls on cam

pus. Activities such as dances and social programs are offered almost weekly, Balenzano said.

"In a residence hall you're free to choose what you want to do," said RHA advisor Ray Horton.

"If you want, it can be a place to just sleep, eat and pick up mail. Or, it can be a chance to get involved in leadership and meet other people," Horton said.

Skills such as public speaking, running meetings and basic organization can all be honed by taking on a leadership position, said Bartz.

Students who don't run for an office can still participate in the bureaucratic process. All students who live in the residence halls and have a RHA members and hall meetings are held often to gauge their opinions.

"Living in the residence halls is a great chance to meet people," said Horton. "It's a unique experience to be surrounded by people your own age, with similar inter-
est. It's all what you make of it."

WE'RE COMING

If you are an achiever and interested in a profession where your income potential is unlimited, consider a career with Northwestern Mutual Life.

The Northwestern Mutual Life is an exciting place to work.

We are looking for quality candidates who accept nothing short of real success.

At Northwestern Mutual Life you will receive comprehensive training, out

standing products and the opportunity to be a member of "America's Top Sales Force" as rated in a survey of Sales Executives by Sales and Marketing Magazine.

To learn more about an exciting sales career, call us at 509-459-9154.

Northwestern Mutual Life

The Quiet Company

"1994 The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Co., Milwaukee, WI

4-H students to make Boise trip

MOSCOW — Idaho 4-H mem-

bers will have the opportunity to see government in action Feb. 19-

21 when they attend the annual

Knew Your Government

Conference in Boise.

The 130 eighth-and ninth-grade participants will take part in legis-
lative and judicial workshops as they get a first-hand view of the state government decision-making process, the judicial system and news reporting, said Mary Jean Craig of the State 4-H Office.

Participants will breakfast with legislators from their districts, tour the Capitol and Supreme Court and attend legislative committee meetings and mock court trials.

Attorney General Larry Echohawk, Supreme Court Chief Justice Charles McDevitt, state legislators and other government officials will address delegates on various aspects of politics and law. Delegates will also learn how members can help influence state gov-

erment policy decisions.

Supreme Court Justice Cathy Silak will speak at the opening banquet Sunday evening.

Tempting offer.

Mushroom 'N' Swiss burger

With purchase of

any size fries and

drink.

Hardee's

00

Plus Tax

Are you ready for some real food?

Offer good only at Diet.

 Participating locations.

©1994 Hardee's Fast Food, Inc.
Idaho PIT crew saves drivers
Shari Iretan
Staff Writer

Got a dead battery or flat tire?
Call the University of Idaho PIT Crew.

Campus parking has established a Motorists Assistance Program to help UI parking permit holders with minor car problems. Pam Alsterlund, manager of Parking and Information Services, said the crew helps with flat tires, dead batteries and empty gas tanks.

They also have employees trained to help with keys locked in the car, said Alsterlund. UI students, faculty or staff who have locked their keys in the car have to show identification before being assisted.

Alsterlund said Campus Parking is trying to take a new approach to their purpose at the university.

"It's something we thought about for a long time," said Alsterlund, "instead of regulating and ticketing, we wanted to help permit holders."

Campus Police Lt. Jake Kemthnink said "For the university, it's great for them to make this part of their service. It's a natural fit for them."

Alsterlund said, however, the PIT Crew can only help out Monday through Friday, from 7:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. "We only have two, three or four people out in field at one time," she said, "Until we are up and running, we are somewhat limited to opening hours."

Campus Parking officials also ask students and faculty to contact them if they notice a car with it's headlights on.

Advanced payment of fees bill sent to Boise
Shari Iretan
Staff Writer

In an effort to help the Advanced Payment of Fees legislation along, the ASUI Senate passed a resolution which supports the bill. The resolution will be sent to legislators and the governor among others.

Nine take over board seats on committees
Shari Iretan
Staff Writer

The ASUI Senate approved nine appointments to ASUI standing committees made by ASUI President John Marble. Amy Birge was appointed while Clint Cook was reappointed to the Activities Board. Rachelle Young will begin serving on the Academics Board. Andrew Peters will maintain his position on the Programs Board. Damon Daridtly, Joseph Marietta and Ryan Witt will all serve on the Student Issues Board for the first time. Patricia Olsen and Sun Ceven were appointed to serve on the Communications Board.

Faculty Council wants say in alcohol policy
Shari Iretan
Staff Writer

Megan Russell, the student Faculty Council member, reported that a proposal is being considered which would require all fraternities and sororities have a live-in advisor. She also stated that the proposal would require rush be deferred until Spring semester and force freshmen to live in the residence halls even if they had pledged a fraternity or sorority. Megan is the only undergraduate serving on the Faculty council right now. ASUI President John Marble is in the process of appointing the vacant seat. If the proposal is considered prior to an appointment, Marble said he will sit in as a voting member to discuss the proposal.

Russell is also working to change the final exam schedule for next Fall which has exams scheduled until three days before Christmas.

Marble announces route of advance payment bill
Shari Iretan
Staff Writer

ASUI President John Marble announced that the Advanced Payment of Fees legislation, introduced by State Treasurer Lydia Justice Edwards, is making its way through the Senate. The Senate Education Committee approved the bill to be printed last week. ASUI Student Lobbyist Dan Whiting commented that "We have four votes for certain. We need five to pass it through the Senate Ed commit-tee."

Accepted at more schools than you were.

It's everywhere you want to be.
SURVEY

"We will know who has been sent a survey and we will never be sure who sent them back. If the student does in fact return their survey, there is no way we can tell if it is theirs or not," said Wuthrich.

Wuthrich said the survey was distributed to students with a reply postcard and a return envelope. The student is supposed to return the postcard to the SAS office and it is then assumed their survey was one of those returned.

"These postcards act as a way to determine if a student has in fact returned their survey. They may wish to return their postcard and not their survey just to throw us off, but we hope the students are more responsive than that," said Wuthrich.

High survey response is important to the validity of the results, said Wuthrich.

"We need at least 70 to 80 percent return rate of these surveys to be accurate of the UI use of drugs and alcohol. This whole process needs to be taken seriously," said Wuthrich.

Students who receive these surveys will be aggressively followed up on by the SAS office and Wuthrich to guarantee these surveys are returned.

"We have planned some intense follow-ups to these surveys being sent out to ensure that students do fill them out. It is essential to all the work that we will do with the results that a high percentage of surveys are returned to our office," said Wuthrich.

The returned surveys will then be sent to a processing agency and this group will determine statistics on the use of drugs and alcohol amongst UI students. An 1100 page report will be compiled by this agency and sent to UI. This report will show data on all areas of the survey.

It will link age groups, place of residence and other distinct characteristics on the students surveyed. Wuthrich said they will use this report to determine what areas need work and which students are in need of peer advising.

"This report will tell us who needs advice and what areas they need advice in. This will help us to reach the students who need help and to give them the options of what else is out there besides drugs and alcohol," said Wuthrich.

These surveys will be sent to the processing agency in early March. Wuthrich said this time period allows the students several weeks to fill out the survey and return it to the SAS office.

"We hope that a majority of these surveys will be returned to us in a month's time. The faster they get back to us, the sooner we can get results," said Wuthrich.

As students receive these surveys, they are reminded to return the postcard and the survey as promptly as possible.

It is vital to the Hearts of the Peer Advisor Program to have these surveys show accurately the drug and alcohol use on the UI campus.

"I hope students take these surveys seriously as the results will be used for many different programs. Accurate statistics are what we need and what I hope we see as a result to this survey process," said Wuthrich.

federal income tax on financial assistance from the UI and other financial institutions. As the university costs increase, more students may need to depend on this financial aid.

To determine student eligibility for this aid, the UI needs to review a student's, and sometimes their parent's, tax information.

The UI requires information from students' and/or parents' tax returns or even complete copies of these returns.

If the student's copy of any federal tax return filed is misplaced, the Internal Revenue Service can help out.

These copies will be used to verify information received from the student on the forms they submitted to apply for financial assistance.

If a student or anyone else needs a copy of a tax return filed, it will take at least 45 days. The IRS charges $4.25 per return needed which may be requested from the IRS office.

At least six weeks should be allowed for processing time and it is advised to allow for more this time of year. These copies of tax returns are also useful during this time of year as students are filing out their financial aid forms.

For more information on this program call the IRS at 1-800-829-1040.

To order a form to request a copy of a filed tax return call 1-800-829-3676.

For these students who are working at least part-time and who are required to file tax returns, they can also call the IRS with questions.

To order the free publication "Student's Guide to Federal Income Tax" and for other questions, students can call 1-800-829-3676.

Save $3 on the best Sunday Brunch in the Palouse this Weekend

PRESENT THIS COUPON & SAVE $3**

From 9 AM - 11 AM

off the price of an adult Sunday Brunch in the Broiler Restaurant. Serving from 12:00 - 1:30 p.m. each Sunday. Regular $12.45, with coupon $9.45.


Limit one coupon per person.

The Broiler at the University Inn

1316 Pullman Road - Moscow, ID - (509) 882-0589

UNIVERSITY INN

ANY MOVIE 99 CENTS

Howard Hughes

APPLIANCE & VIDEO

882-2123

415 S. Washington, Moscow, Id.

EXP 2-22-94

"What a fine time for the Pipeline!"

PIZZA PIPELINE

Meet Monday - Thursday, 11 a.m. to 11 p.m., Friday & Saturday, 11 a.m. to 3 a.m., 50 S. Main.

"The Pizza Pipeline"

882-8808
For a few hours, we begin to learn

Discrimination has affected America since its inception. Our founding fathers were slave owners, our government has banned certain ethnic groups from immigrating to the United States, we imprisoned American citizens in camps during World War II and withheld rights considered equal to all men from some until recent governments granted them.

Over the weekend, a group at the University of Idaho sponsored its annual educational event in hopes of spreading enlightenment about other cultures. The message was one of celebration; to enjoy the differences, not shun them.

Four hundred people gathered in what is now the International Ballroom at the Student Union Building to observe cultural differences from dance, music and dress to food and discussion.

People from cultures as diverse as New Zealand and Cambodia were dancing together. Groups from different parts of Africa were seated together. Families from the NorthWest were serving dishes prepared for families from Japan. They were all enjoying one another's company and the sharing of cultural friendships.

Bringing people from various cultures together was only one purpose of the International Afternoon of Costume, Culture and Cuisine. In addition to introducing a multitude of cultures to one another the event broadened the cause of internationalism and diversity at UI.

Students, faculty, staff and community members were exposed to new experiences. Whether it was encountering new people, eating different foods or observing new music and art, it was a step toward cultural understanding and acceptance.

Such understanding and acceptance should be taught to children at a young age. Teaching them that everyone is different is not detrimental to our society, teaching children that different is unfavorable or makes others inferior is detrimental to a working society.

Men, women and children socialized, building a knowledge and understanding of one another that hasn't been regarded as necessary before. In today's society, knowledge and understanding is important. Knowledge and understanding could build a boundary around hate — it could be the initiation of peace.

The International Friendship Association and all others who coordinated efforts to bring nations together at UI should be applauded. Cultures are colliding in other parts of the world, and for a few hours, in Moscow, USA, we began to understand and learn about one another.

—Katie Lyons-Holstine

Criminals want crime clean-up

I felt I was a hardened criminal, my mind twisted and warped into black knots of anxiety, I'd like to see tougher crime laws, things like waiting periods on pid-dling little handguns. It would get my cooperation off the streets. It's not like I'm going to get caught, anyway. Strolling is easy. Just take a look at all those idiots who leave their cars unlocked, sometimes with keys in the ignition or rented video tapes on the dash. There's a big market for movies that depict violence, you know.

No, what would be best for me is if that Clinton character got people feeling a false sense of security by telling them the real criminals out aren't going to get guns; because they're afraid of having a little background check while they're cooling off for five or so days. That'd help me a lot. People might even stop locking their doors. What would be really bad for me, though, is if a few more people actually bought guns and, God forbid, learned how to use them. I hate to imagine a populace intelligent enough to know the difference between single and double-actions, much less know what a chamber is. Once a victim loses fear of guns ("terrible, I know") but I despise it when they scream, and realizes that guns are really only tools — I like to think of guns in my trade much as an accountant who uses a calculator, a tool — they start shooting it anyway, then to keep down the fear, and learn to control it by practicing safety in their homes. They do practicing things like keeping it unloaded and in safe places and maybe even thinks about what they might have to do if someone broke in late at night.

That fact is, the ones who know a little something about their gun, and worse yet, how to use it, are a bit scarier than the ones who don't have a clue. It's easy to deal with idiots fumbling around in the dark for bullets they don't know how to load, and then I have to do dreary things because they just might get one chambered, maybe even shout themselves in the foot. They're really comical in their own way.

I suppose, though, that if people really did have guns and criminals and protection on their minds, they might be responsible and much safer to their children, perhaps even keep guns and ammo out of reach in separate places. That would be good, I guess. Little kids getting into guns that irresponsible parents leave laying around annoys me. No reason for a kid to get hurt over some idiot's stupidity.

But taken on the big perspective, I'd really like to see America cleaned up. Somebody once mentioned to me that crime skyrocketed when unemployment climbed and poverty increases. I've seen a few people slip into the deep end when...  

*SEE CLEAN PAGE 9

Whatever happens, just don't call them the Beatles

Tuesday, February 8, 1994

The talent is still intact. The world of music (and compilation) has been waiting with bated breath. For now, the hatchets have been buried. And now, the greatest band in the history of rock and roll set to trying:

Minus John Lennon, of course. Indeed, the moment Beatles fanatics have been praying for has at last come. At John Lennon's Rock and Roll Hall of Fame induction, former friend, writing partner and ex-cyrcle Paul McCartney announced the remaining members of the Fab Four will be working on new music.

"We always felt optimistic one, decided to try again after he, Ringo and George Harrison appeared for a Beatles documentary fork old times sake."

According to Paul, if things don't go according to their 1965 song and they cannot work it out of the world rejects them, they're none worse off.

The time of course seems highly unlikely. To me, there was not, is not and will never be a bigger beat. In The Beatles, God knows what other tried. But for a brief, beautiful moment in history, God decided to put some sort of magic into the world and create the world's perfect band. From 1962, The Beatles blazed through periods of extreme creativity that somehow left a permanent mark on the world. If there were boundaries, they broke them. If someone said it couldn't be done, they were proven wrong. With the famous Lennon/McCartney song writing lingo attached to nearly all the songs, talent of an infinite nature was put into music.

So yes, I would never argue the Beatles were anything but the best band in history. My CD collection and posters show out this fact. I have very mixed feelings about a recent article. Most likely, if the Beatles actually hits the stores, it'll probably buy the damn thing. If they go

*SEE BEATLES PAGE 9

I'll Tell You Why Jeff Kapostasy

What potatoes fear most. Return of the Beatles! AfligH!

Wote BACK!
Burton, Boker drug ignorant

In your Feb. 4 issue, there is a commentary from Mr. Burton and a letter to the editor from Donald Boker that I would like to address. Both suggest that the “War on Drugs” should be done away with. Mr. Boker suggests that less than 20,000 Americans are harmed by drug use. This, along with his other alternative interpretation of statistics, shows the ideologically focused approach of the Center sometimes leads me to think that more than 20,000 Americans were “harmed” in the past year by alcohol alone. When, wait a minute. Alcohol is not a drug. What do you mean “it’s safe”? Alcohol, pot, cocaine, heroin, etc. are all drugs, not chemicals, but drugs. From another aspect, in 2000 Boker suggested that it is OK for 20,000 Americans to be harmed! After all, it’s only 20,000. But then one half of one percent of Americans who think the drug war is wrong (Mr. Boker’s statistics) should have enough pull to stop the “War on Drugs.” A democracy operates under the premise that majority decisions dictate the rules and regulations under which the populous lives. I am a critic of many things our government does, that is my right as an American. However, I truly believe with all its faults it is by far the best system in the world. Mr. Burton didn’t reveal how long he was “imprisoned.” Think you have it hard here, Mr. Burton? Move to Turkey. The same crime might get you publicly executed.

Mr. Burton also suggests the “Drug War is a miscarriage of justice. He points out the trials that some innocent people had to endure. I agree that there are truly unfortunate happenings. Let me point out a recent unfortunate happening in Chicago: 19 children found living in their own basement. With no food, competing with dogs for food. Somehow their mothers spent the $50,000 they got from welfare on dope. Burton points out unconstitutional searches that take place. I suggest he also investigate the police's use of drug awareness programs calling them illegal in New Hampshire they don't want to work. This statement is made

20 Microessler
230 W. Washington Ave. 342-3287
Admission $175
Dance, DJ, Mix
020-015
January 27
The Age of Innocence
6:30-2:30
Midnight Movies • Feb. 1-2 at 10PM

Valentine’s Special!!
You can create a special, customized shirt or sweatshirt for your Valentine at TIGHTFIT PRESS
245 Paradise, Pullman 332-8801

Thursday
The Longest Hour
Happy Hour
3 to 10 p.m.

How to make the career fair work for you

Tuesday, Feb. 8 at 5:30 pm, in the Galena Suite, SUB. Learn what to do and what not to do and who will be at the Career Fair.

The Fair will be Thursday, Feb 1 from 9:30 am to 2:30 pm in the SUB ballroom. Everyone is welcome!

For more information call:
885 - 7984

Valentine’s Day 18!

Abortion killing moral stop now!

Jeff Kapetany, in his Feb. 1 editorial, writes the pro-life movement should entirely give up speaking for the prohmin. He feels Roe v. Wade is here to stay, and in useless to try to change people’s minds. I for one, am glad such decisions were made in the 19th century absolutism, or later among the civil rights movement of the sixties. Certain abortion is a heated issue, but the most important battles are the hardest won. To fail to speak out is to accept the status quo, and the status quo now causes the deaths of millions of babies. One can choose to allow this to continue, much in the same way the Germans people conducted the Jewish Holocaust during World War II if we can take a stand against the slaughter. If we are going to make sure to have the welfare of men and animals, we should be even more concerned about saving human lives. There is no telling how many lives have been saved, when women considering abortion are now seeing a peaceful demonstration, or read a piece of pro-life literature, causing them to think more about their decision. The other side wouldn’t be screaming so loudly if the pro-life movement was doing some good.

Abortion is not here to stay. Too many dedicated people know that this modern American holocaust simply has got to stop. Where Motherly help should call Open Door Pro-Life Center at 852-2370.

—Chad Creighton
UI Students for Life

 shifts program and 4) a new alcohol survey which is being distributed. Also, we will have a luau inviting faculty to create a wider circle of caring people. We will be able to help others with substance abuse problems.

Much of fall semester was devoted to confronting alcohol issues. Progress occurred in many areas, but much remains to be done. We will continue our substantial efforts to confront the many aspects of alcohol abuse. We will even press for more resources to strengthen various elements of our efforts.

—Bruce M. Pilman, Ph.D. Dean of Students

Paper misuses press releases

In the Feb. 1 issue of the Argonaut, News Editor Tim Helmske would have you believe he wrote a story about the retirement of Washington State President’s chief operating officer. He didn’t. According to Helmske’s story on the Argonaut’s website, on Dec. 11. Helmske’s is the only Argonaut reporter taking credit for another’s work. In the same issue, Lifestyle Editor Halo DeWitt announced the dates for the Dogwood Festival. Her greatest reportorial feat was copying the press release without making any typographical errors. Editor-in-Chief Kazi Lyons-Holstein leads writers to believe that she spoke to Gov. Cecil Andrus in another story the in Jan. 11 issue. Her article is a fine example of typing. But writers don’t get by for typing. It is frustrating to see such obvious reporting tactics in the same issue of the Argonaut. Reporters find stories, make calls, interview sources and write. If our stories are picked up on the national wires, another paper may run them. Editors may credit the reporter and the wire service, or just the wire service. They wouldn’t — or should — put a staff member name on the story. Present releases, or parts of them, run in newspapers, sometimes without credit given to the author. That’s great, and we’re fine with that and desire just that. But they don’t expect the newspaper Reporter to take credit for their work. If a student puts his name on another student’s paper, is he plagiarizing? If a poet put her name on a Shakespeare poem, did she plagiarize? If I put my byline on an Argonaut reporter’s story, have I plagiarized? —Nicole Perdices

Editor’s Note: Nicole Perdices holds an undergraduate degree in English, though rare, despite the dates, for Argonaut reporters will only put their bylines on work written by themselves. The Argonaut apologizes for the misrepresentation.

"How to make the career fair work for you"
A happy tax refund is a fast tax refund.

(We can speed things up.)

"Fast 1040 tax preparation means faster refunds."

Being your 1040 forms to Hayden, Ross & Co. on any Saturday between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. Our professional staff will prepare your taxes and have them ready for you to file by Monday morning.

It's called 1040 Express, and it means you can file your taxes quickly — and get your tax refund faster.

To qualify, your return must include no more than the following:

- Federal 1040, 1040A or 1040EZ, Idaho 40
- Interest and dividends (Schedule B)
- Itemized deductions (Schedule A)
- Child Care Credit (Form 2441)
- Earned Income Credit (Schedule EIC)

Taxes prepared for a flat fee of $75.

We can even file your tax return electronically for an additional $35. Payment for all services are due upon delivery.

Come see us Saturdays from 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Your return will be ready the next Monday.

---

Express
Tax preparation in preparation

A service from Hayden, Ross & Co., P.A.
Certified Public Accountants
315 S. Almon, Moscow • 882-5547
226 Downtown Professional Building, Pullman • 334-2575

---

Opinion

CLEAN FROM PAGE 7

they couldn’t pay for their kid’s broken ftn. Too bad two years without a real job led good ol’ pop to breaking it. I know when I’m hand up to pay my bills — what few legitimate ones I have. I start to get riching and just plain frastrated as hell. Makes a guy want to scream and never stop.

People with jobs, paid bills and VC’s would not net me just fine. I hate walking the streets keeping one eye on me and another behind looking out for a joker who just got freen and doesn’t for the life of him know how he’s going to pay for his child’s dental bill, espically when his co-wife is milking his child support to fund her drug habit. Those guys are scary. Speaking of that, you know what really bums me up? Guys who kill someone; or, worse, and piked temorary insanity. They have no morals, no sense of justice, no sense of code. And the courts let them get away with it. If I ever get caught, you won’t see me chaining an overview of crime-filled, mass-produced punities and hooked me over the edge. It’s deplorable how society has fallen.

It’s funny how we as a society put up with these kinds of guys, spend about $20,000 a year feeding and sheltering them from the hand-ha-

BEATLES FROM PAGE 7

on tour. I’ll drive as far as necessary to go see him. The idea of Paul and George writing together is exciting. Maybe George can croak out the true nest and riffic in Paul, the one that gave us “Help Shelter,” not “Silly Love Songs.”

It still won’t be The Beatles. A better name would be Three Very Talented Guys From A Once Great Band Performing Again. It can’t be The Beatles because an integral part of them, the great John Lennon, is dead. Now obviously this is different than Ringo dying. I mean, he was a fine drummer when he was banging the broken a.m. To Federation to Ride.” But John Lennon, perhaps more than any of the three, made The Beatles what they were. And John, the world would never have known about Lucy in the Sky, Revolution, about how The Beatles were allegedly bigger than Jesus. I don’t think the world is ready for Paul.

Now then’s an ongoing debate about whether Paul or John were more talented. Neither were, in my opin-

Daniel Pearl found himself in a situation in which he was in danger of his life. He was working with a team of journalists who were trying to uncover the truth behind the attacks of September 11. Pearl was a brave and dedicated journalist who worked tirelessly to bring important stories to the attention of the public. Unfortunately, he was ultimately caught and killed by terrorists. His death was a tragic reminder of the dangers that journalists face in their pursuit of truth.

Keeping Pearl’s memory alive is important, and there are several ways in which we can do so. First, we can support journalism and the work that journalists do. This means contributing to news organizations, supporting investigative reporting, and speaking out against censorship and restrictions on free speech.

Second, we can support organizations that work to protect journalists and promote press freedom. There are many such organizations around the world, and they play a vital role in ensuring that journalists can do their work in safety and without fear of retribution.

Finally, we can support the families of journalists who have lost their lives covering the news. Many of these families face financial hardship and emotional pain as a result of their loved one’s death. By supporting these families, we can help them to cope with their grief and ensure that their loved one’s work is not forgotten.

In conclusion, Daniel Pearl’s death was a sad event, but it also serves as a reminder of the importance of journalism and the courage of those who work in this field. By supporting journalism and the organizations that work to protect journalists, we can help to ensure that their legacy lives on.
P

urposes represented by so many flags—language, their politics, their religion, their clothing, their tal- 
etts and skills—essentially, by their culture. The millions of different cultures which make our world turn create a vibrant, colorful, exquisite tapestry that waves like a flag in the void of a vast universe.

Perhaps this is why we have chosen to repre- 

sent our communities and nations with flags. For communities, flags have been able to convey, in just one hundred inches of material, the essence of a country’s heart and soul. And perhaps this is also why the Student Union Building Ballroom suddenly became such a rich and beautiful place this Feb. 5 with this year’s International Friendship Association’s annual style show.

The year 1994 will go down as the year over 100 flags from around the world made their home on the first floor—witnesses to the three-hour celebration of styles, dances, foods and individuals who are so proud to claim the banners as their national symbols.

At 2 p.m. Saturday, when the electrified crowd of children, mothers, fathers, photographers, models and audience members had finally been seated and the opening remarks made, the International Flag Project was launched.

From the double doors in the back flowed a stream of flags and flag bearers, preceded by Jane Pappalardo, marching proudly in traditional Scottish dress. She piped in the procession with the stirring, unique voice of the bag-pipes.

Each flag was presented by its bearer and recognized by Mistress of Ceremonies, Kathleen Trotter.

The procession began with Argentina and went all the way through Egypt, Kuwait and onto the Nez Perce Tribe and Sri Lanka—until the last nation, Zimbabwe, had taken the stage.

As applause erupted from the audience, it was clear that there could not have been a more moving way to kick off the fantastic cultural experience to follow.

The International Flag Project took shape in 1993 when Terri Kranish, of the Student Union Association and Dave Wilson, former ASUI senator, took control of the two year old idea and were finally able to make it a reality.

The concept had been to create a display of flags that would represent the SU’s international student enrollment. Kranish and Wilson diligently set to work placing ethnic symbols, flags, and maps, until the gallery covered about three-quarters of the SU’s student population. The SU’s student population is a vast universe, with every student representing a different country.

The money came from various clubs, busi- 
esses, and individuals who agreed to “sponsor” a flag, and who’s name appears on a plaque outside of the ballroom.

“The idea (for the flags) had not been implemented before,” said Kranish. “It was a good way to bring the world closer to us.”

“It’s the biggest event that involves so many different clubs,” Kranish proudly asserted.

The style show itself lived up to the pow- erful impact of its opening ceremony. Beginning with a presentation of costumes by children from twelve different countries, events followed with a showcase of styles and dances from all over the world.

The African models paraded first, dressed in various robes and flowing pants—a nod to the continent of Africa. The next, the various countries represented by graceful scarves, exquisite, delicate dresses, gold jewelry and other decorative bangles. The highlight of the trip to Asia was a display of Indian folk dancing, which featured children who danced a series of numbers depicting peasant work, life, and love in the country.

Following the intermission, we traveled to North America where the United States took center stage in a tree Western tradition, complete with chaps and cowboy hats.

Particularly beautiful were the Native American dancers, who were clothed in red, white, and blue, and decorated in eagle-feather fans.

Tris Penney of the Nez Perce and Sami St. Rose tribe said, “There are Pow Wows everywhere. My whole family dances.”

The students were the stars of this show, and they shone brightly. From their native countries, they brought their customs and traditions to the SU. Through their dancing and their music, they shared their culture with the rest of the University.

The SU’s International Friendship Association is the brainchild of Kranish and Wilson. The SU’s student enrollment comes from over 80 different countries. The SU’s International Friendship Association has been organized to celebrate the diversity of the SU’s student body and to promote understanding and respect among the students.

The SU’s International Friendship Association is also responsible for the SU’s International Flag Project. The SU’s International Flag Project is an annual event that brings together students from over 80 different countries to celebrate their cultures and to promote understanding and respect among the students.
Celebration
for 100 flags from around the world

Katherine Atto, a representative of the Native American culture, was one of many dancers displaying a traditional folk dance.

Betsy Chen represented Taiwan at the annual International Afternoon of Culture, Cuisine and Costume Feb. 5 in the bathroom of the Student Union.
English instructor not easy ‘A’

Dave Lewis
Staff Writer

There are many excellent instructors at the University of Idaho. English instructor, Julie Joki, is one of them.

Supporting herself from the age of fifteen by selling sporting goods and automotive equipment, she found she had to quit high school. She then studied for and received her GED certificate, scoring highest in the state of Oregon.

Joki began her teaching career by tutoring math and English for the GED program. One year later, she started college. She was admitted to Portland State University while only seventeen. Joki admits, however, that she was a very immature woman and didn’t stay at Portland State for long. Instead, she attended Boise State University and graduated with an associate degree in interior design.

During this time, Joki married and gave birth to her son Tyler. She was divorced later that year. Not able to make enough money as a designer, Joki got a job as a messenger for a law firm. Within the first year, she taught herself to type and to operate the office equipment including computer programs. Consequently, she was soon promoted to legal assistant.

Joki tried to be satisfied with the “suburban life,” she even owned her own business for a little. However, Joki realized she was searching for something more.

At the age of 21, Joki decided to further her education. She enrolled in a night class at Portland State and two classes at Linfield College. She was taking a total of nine hours of night classes per semester at the two schools. Soon she was confident enough to quit her day job, sell her house and move to La Grande, Ore., where she finished her undergraduate degree at Eastern Oregon University.

Joki then applied to PSU graduate school. She plans to finish her master’s degree this semester. While at PSU, Joki discovered her love of teaching. Starting in the fall of 1992 as an English 103 teacher, Joki moved up to teach 104 the next spring. Joki says, “So many of my students come into my class intimidated. They have had teachers with an absolute right and wrong. It is very hard to be absolutely right or wrong in writing.” Joki doesn’t reject a student’s poor writing. Instead, she tells the student what is wrong with a sentence or an essay and gives specific suggestions on how to fix the problem.

Joki gives her students the feeling that she is on their side. She knows college writing is hard enough without having a teacher who is only interested in finding fault. Her classroom demeanor is a little laid-back, but she has no trouble maintaining control. Just because she is young and friendly, don’t get the idea she is weak.

Joki is often asked, “If a student who doesn’t put in any effort into their writing, then complains about their grade. They think that because I am personable, I will give all A’s. That is a big mistake. I don’t give that many A’s.”

She also says, “I think that there should be a standard of excellence in the education system. It’s a problem in the high schools where teachers want to just push them through. I think that students come here with that kind of expectation; that they have to come to class and really don’t have to do the work. It bugs me when they don’t do their work.”

Julie Joki, English graduate student and teaching assistant, discovered a love for teaching when she started teaching English 103 at the University of Idaho.

Winter Week kicks off Tuesday in Borah

Tuesday, 8 p.m.: Variety show in the Student Union Building Borah Theater — Students can compete in areas such as music, comedy and drama for prizes donated by area merchants.

Wednesday, 7 p.m.: Dive-In Movie at the UI Swim Center — The film “2010” will be shown at 7 p.m., followed by a “Jaws” at 9 p.m. Bring swimsuits and families.

Thursday, 8-10 p.m.: Casino Night — Aspiring gamblers can play forunny money in the SUU’S Silver and Gold rooms. At 9:30 p.m., the silent auction begins where players can bid their winnings on items donated by area merchants.

Friday, 6:30 p.m.: Pre-Game Mucktail Party — “Celebrity” bartenders will whip up non-alcoholic con-
Influenza, better known as the flu, has arrived in the Pacific Northwest earlier than expected with cases of Influenza A/Beijing strain reported in Idaho in December.

With this particular strain, the mortality rate for the aged and medically high-risk patients is reported from other parts of the world appears to be higher than other flu types.

Symptoms of the flu include high fever, chills, muscle aches, fatigue, sore throat, headache, nasal stuffiness, non-productive cough, sometimes the chest and a fever for up to seven days. Many patients feel as if they have been rolled over by a truck. Incubation period, the time from the contact of the virus to the onset of symptoms, is one to four days.

Influenza is spread through the respiratory route by close contact, sneezing and coughing. Once a person contracts the flu, his or her immune system will develop life-long antibodies against that particular strain.

However, various strains emerge in one to three-year intervals, so that immunity against the present Influenza A/Beijing would not protect from the next flu epidemic.

The strain is named after the location in which the first flu was first detected; hence such names as vaccinia, Russian, Asian and Taiwanese flu.

The United States can try to predict the particular strain and develop a vaccine by observing other parts of the world where the winter season is ahead of ours. The present flu shot given in October and November may not protect against A/Beijing, A/Texas and Influenza H3/Panama.

Flu epidemics have also come in 20 to 30-year cycles, such a recent epidemic involving the Russian flu. Many people had the Russian flu strain 20 years ago and developed an immunity. As predicted, the older population has not been affected by this strain as much as the young people.

Because influenza is a virus, antibiotics are ineffective for treating the flu. However, the flu may predispose patients to secondary bacterial infections such as ear infections, bronchitis and pneumonia, and antibiotics may be necessary.

Antihistaminics, such as Tylex or Benadryl, may be used to reduce fever and aches, but aspirin should be avoided, especially with children. For patients with a history of Reyes Syndrome, a serious disease involving the liver and brain, and increased fluids are important to reduce complications.

The drug Amantadine is available at the Student Health Service to reduce the incidence of infection from Influenza A and speed recovery.

People and age 65 and older, or patients with cardiac or respiratory diseases and other debilitating diseases are still encouraged to get flu shots, although several weeks are required for the vaccine to produce adequate antibodies. The ideal time to receive the shot is in October or November.

Donald Chinn, M.D., Director Student Health.

Influenza arrives in Idaho

Saturday, February 12

I was Northwest Flower and Garden Show/Fair, 11 a.m. - 5 p.m., at the Idaho Stat Fair Center, Expo Hall, 13 under- ground, 35 general.

Sunday, February 13

Visits: Thursday Doll, guitarist, 8 a.m. Brunch Sunday brunch, 10 a.m. to 12 p.m.... "Cooking Without Meat," Mary Verhaghe, Wooly 7 Restaurant, 3 p.m.

Monday, February 14

ST. VALENTINE'S DAY

Research Colloquy "Teaching and Research: An Interactive Proposal," Hiller Brown, Pueblo, Cable Channel 3, 3 p.m.

Tuesday, February 15

Tuesdays: all draft beer (incl. Hof's, Red Hook & Labatt's) and well drinks $1.00

All day.

CONCERT TO HONOR WSU PROFESSOR

Tonight at 8 p.m., Washington State University’s School of Music and Theatre Arts will give a concert in honor of the late Professor Ruby Hailey Ronald.

The concert, featuring performances by faculty and students, will be given at Kitsap Regional Concert Hall and is open to the public without charge.

Ronald lived and worked in the community for more than 55 years as a respected music professor at WSU. He was returning to Pullman during Thanksgiving break when she was killed in a car accident.

Five former students of Ronald and WSU faculty will perform piano solos and chamber works.

WSU students Angela Gardner, Jale Elciner, Allegra McCourt, Madoka Morikawa and Janelle Lee will perform compositions by Chopin, Debussy, Parrot and Liret Bach’s “Ach folge dir gleichförmig” from the St. John Passion will be performed by a faculty member ensemble, including Sheila Wolfe, soprano; Ann Yasukuni, flute; Christopher von Bayern, oboe, and Paul Klemme, harpsichord.

The concluding piece will be a composition by Beethoven, the Serenade in E flat performed by WSU faculty ensemble, Ann Yasukuni, flute; Elsa Barston, violin, and Erich Lave, viola.

Friday, February 11

L.I.T.S. TAX TIME!! FEDERAL TAX RETURN PREPARED FOR ONLY $30 AND YOUR IDAHO STATE TAX FORM IS FREE!!

CALL NOW FOR AN APPOINTMENT 336-1357 LOCAL MORMON TRAVELER MORMON TRAVELER

CONCERT TO HONOR WSU PROFESSOR

Friday, February 11

JOKI FROM PAGE 12

Joki’s masters dissertation on default assumptions as a curricula for writing. She explained it using the following table:

| Tablet: A and his son are involved in an accident on the way home from a ball game. The father is killed at the scene. However, the son is transported to a hospital where he needs emergency surgery. The surgeon comes in thinking that it will be routine, but says "I can’t operate on this boy, he is my son." Most people are confused by this at first because they automatically assume the surgeon is a male, and couldn’t possibly be the boy’s mother. This is a default assumption. After completing her masters, Joki would like to teach at a junior college, possibly in Arizona. She would like to spend summers teaching on an American reservation. She feels that helping the Native American learn to read and write will empower them to succeed in life.

Joki is a complex individual. Complex is a good descriptor for a woman who collects animal skulls and decorates them with Christmas lights or makes candle holders with them. She is a great teacher because anyone who takes the charge of their own life and dedicates themselves so much on their own should be a role model for everyone.
Montana winter games in Billings

Once again, the Northern Rocky Mountain Winter Games will be in Red Lodge, just outside Billings, Mont. The event, an amateur competition, will be held Feb. 23-27.

The games have three primary goals. The first is to give athletes on all levels an opportunity to compete in winter sports on a regional basis. As a second goal, the Northern Rocky Mountain Winter Games funds the Montana Winter Sports Federation, the sponsor and also a non-profit corporation, to which any athlete may apply for a grant. The third goal is to stimulate healthy community involvement in winter sports in this region of the United States and Canada.

Some of this year's sanctioned events include alpine and cross-country skiing, dog sled racing, figure skating, hockey, snowboarding, snowshoe racing, and others.

For additional information contact Matthew Andrew at The Argonaut.

Olympics

Panel believes Harding involved

The U.S. Figure Skating Association's panel investigating Tonya Harding unanimously determined Saturday "reasonable grounds" exist to believe she was involved in or knew about a plan to injure rival Nancy Kerrigan, and has begun disciplinary actions against her.

Those proceedings would likely not affect her Olympic Status. Late last week 13-year-old Michelle Kwan was told to go to New York, just in case. The U.S. Olympic Committee telephoned one of Harding's lawyers relaying the board is considering convening to determine her status as a member of the 1994 U.S. Olympic Winter Games team.

Besides FBI reports and Portland sheriff's department reports, the panel relied on independent evidence is gathered. Such things included USFSA members, telephones records and the handwritten notes found in the garbage which referred to Kerrigan's practice time.

Triple overtime terminates ISU

Matthew Andrew
Sports Editor

The University of Idaho's men's basketball team never seems to come putting on a show for nearly midway through the first.

What was anticipated to be a close game, couldn't have gotten any closer. The Vandals took the Idaho State Bengals into triple overtime before putting their foot down and edging the Bengals by three-92-89.

The game was supposed to decide the fate of the Big Sky Conference. But by the time they had any more action to it for the sololead 8,331 (they say Holt Arena only holds 7,900).

For the third straight game Idaho took its overtime into its own control. The game opened up with possession to Idaho off the tip, and the capitalization off of Ben Johnson bucket. ISU would not hesitate in the top competing in such a match when they responded with a 3-pointer.

The teams swapped points for much of the first half. The Vandals regained the lead after the opening possession only to drop through the first.

The hit found itself in foul trouble early when the big man, 6-foot-10 center Frank Waters, found himself in foul danger with three after 10 minutes of play. That wasn't all. By the close of the first frame stand out Nate Gardner was in the same foul waters.

The "big four," as they have become famous on, scored all but 10 of the Bengals first half points. The big four consists of guards Lorenzo Watkins and Travis Penning, and forwards Donnell Morgan and Jim Potter.

If you were to look at the statistics books, they would only see Idaho was trailing at the half. The Vandals were one of nine from behind the arc, for a low 11 percent, nor were their filled goals any better at 47 percent making 15 of 32.

Orlando Lightbog, the leader in conference scoring was held to just six points, as he made only two field goals in nine tries and bowled his 3-pointer attempts. Donnell Morgan found himself in doubles digits in the ball game with 13, whereas Idaho's leading scorer was Watson with 11.

The second half saw improvements in the Vandals team as they used their superior after the half. They never let the Bengals get a larger lead than what they already had, and went in for the attack slowly. In fact the game was never tied up until the final minute in regulation.

The hit got something good when Morgan was called for the charging after landing on Lightbog's foot and reinjuring what was already a nasty shoulder. From here, Idaho tied the game quickly. They were down by eight and within three minutes, they reacted on that something good.

Magician Mark Leslie did what he does best with only fragile remnants on the game board, he put up the 3-pointer which put the might Vandals within one, before Watkins would make the layin to send the game to the first overtime with a score of 75-76.

As the start of the first overtime, the UI took the ball off the possession and went in to put its only four points in the first minute. Then the Bengals decided they might score if they were going to stay in this. They answered back with their own four points, a 3-pointer and a personal foul on Lightbog his fifth, sending him to the bench.

Well, time for the second overtime. Once again the Vandals dropped their points early, but could not manage to hold on to the four point lead again. This sent them into the last, trust me...

Bengals dropped to BSC celler 67-52

Bridget Lux
Staff Writer

Now we know who belongs at the bottom.

Friday night, the Lady Vandals proved the bottom is not in where they belong by slamming the Idaho State Bengals 67-52. Head coach Laurie Turner said the home court advantage helped, but it was Idaho's depth and strength that eventually prevailed. By substituting almost continuously, Idaho found a combination that worked for them.

That combination included Jennifer Clary, who scored in 16 points. Early in the first half Clary went down on her right ankle, but soon she was back in the action to do what she does best, score. Karen Ponce, who grabbed 14 rebounds, proved she was a much needed strength for Idaho. Turner said they were concentrating on their defense and specifically not letting ISU get a second shot. Ponce did this to heart by pulling down 13 defensive rebounds.

Art Skorup, whose ball handling skills were tested by ISU's pesky press, showed why a 5-foot-5 freshman is starting for a NCAA Division 1 university. It is not easy to dribble out with two steals with the Vandals. The Bengals press resulted to Ty Taylor, the Bengals starting point guard, fouled out with almost 16 remaining in the game.

Kris Jenkins hit five of six shots from the field and proved she was capable of making the shot. "They got me the ball and I was open," Jenkins said. She finished the game with 14 points.

Amy Detwiler was 100 percent from the field and went 10 for 12 from the line to tie with Clary for a game high 16 points. She grabbed eight of 10 rebounds while ISU only managed 25 rebounds. "My goal was to get two blocks," Jeri Youngman said. She finished the game with four points, five rebounds and two blocked shots.

Three ISU players hit in double figures, as well. Nicole Davis, Meg Salinas and Bambi Douma each scored 11 points for ISU. Davis also contributed four assists and five rebounds for the Vandals. Douma had three steals. From the line, Idaho made 10 of 24 shots, while the Bengals hit six of 18 attempts. Idaho was a different story with the same ending. ISU put 60 shots but connected on less than 57 percent of them while the Vandals put up 44 shots and hit over 52 percent. "I think the whole team is tired of los- ing," Ponce said. "We wanted to do something about it."

BOHR

Mathews 21-9-4-3, Shawn Anderson 16-6-4, Bill McFarland 1-1-1, Matt Barden 4-2-4, Carrie LaFevor 2-4-2, Lee Detwiler 2-4-2, Sue Detwiler 1-1-1, Steve Detwiler 1-1-1. Total Score: 3-92-89.

ISU:

Mathews 20-16-14-3-9, Jennifer Clary 16-16-12-3-9, Krista Kiel 10-10-10-10-10, Jennifer Clary 10-10-10-10-10. Total Score: 67-52.

Photo by Skip Stagberg

Head coach Laurie Turner redresses her team to take the court against Idaho State in what turned out to be Idaho's first victory of the season.
Clary, Skorpi spark hot second half
start, but not enough against Broncos

n-state rivalry produces one of
best games in Big
Sky this year

Andrew Longtelec

Saturday, the Boise State Broncos
women's basketball team, ranked
4th in the country, invaded
Memorial Gym with a Nowout
looking in their thoughts as they
take the 1-15 Vandals.

What went a game —
and a good one at that.
This premier in-state rivalry
produced one of the better games in
Big Sky play this year.

In the first half, the Broncos
played in a sloppy 24-21 lead,
much influenced by a 2:3
third-free throw.

The Vandals came out in the
second half like thoroughbreds.
A Jennifer Clary 3-pointer and
by, followed by a two Ark Skorpi
free throws established a 30-26
lead, fear in the Broncos' minds
and faith in the boisterous crowd of
372.

BSU and Idaho remained skippy,
however, as turnovers and instead
open shots were plaguing both

With 3 minutes and 25 seconds
left to play, BSU's Michelle Shultz
hit an 8-footer to give BSU a 45-38
lead.

Clary then converted two
free throws to put the Vandals within
striking range, but unfortunately,
they never sunk.

The Broncos' best player, 6-foot-
4 senior center Lydia Verhavan,
quiet for much of the game, scored
six of BSU's final 10 points as they
defeated the Vandals 55-46.

Idaho is now 1-16, 1-6 ISC.
Boise State stands at (73-3, 7-1).

"It was tough. Tonight I got frustra-
ted (defensively)," said
Verhavan who shoots 68 percent
from the field this season.
"Everyone was in foul trouble so
our offense wasn't smooth."

Verhavan finished second on the
Bonneville in scoring with 12 and was
the leading rebounder with 11.

Boise State played with a
quickness and intensity that
Idaho was lacking.

The Vandals had 22 turnovers
and 20 field goals.

Two of their thirty-four
rebounds were offensive.

Boise State's leading rebounder
at nine, Karen Ponziana said,
"Basically, we had this game.
I think because we haven't won a lot
of games this year, we don't have the
killer instinct."

The turning point was last
first victory over Idaho State.

"We know that tonight really hurts
us because we played so well last
weekend."

Besides the Vandals' poor shoot-
ing at 33 percent, they impressive.

SEE BSU PAGE 17

Women finish third behind
WSU, EWU

Lance Gravely

Staff Writer

In Cheney, Wash. four members
of the women's track team finis-
hed in the top three of six events
to give Idaho a third place finish in
last Saturday's Husam Race
Invitational Indoor Track and
Field meet at Eastern Washington
University.

The track team completed the
seasonal with a 2-2-2 record in
the dual meets, finishing behind
host-mile neighborhood Washington
card, in which the Vandals lost to
in the score of 1-0, and host
(EWU), who's only difficulty from
the home meet came at the hands
of three-legged (Cougar spl) 49 to 32.

For their two victories, the squad
notably doubled the score against
Central Washington University, 50 to
27, and barely outsprinted one-
win University of Portland by five
points, 46 to 41.

Tanya Tew, picking up where
she left off at last weekend's scora-
tional, finished second in two
events to again lead the team.

In the long jump, the Tewsi went
17 feet, 6 inches, and one-quarter inch-
es, just two feet shy o a first-place
finish, and 9.00 seconds, of Phillips of WSU.

In the triple jump, she leaped a
distance of 31-2, again, she came
close to first, just falling two and
one-half feet short of, again,
Phillips.

Lucinda Smith also finished
second in her respective event to
Tewor a helping hand in lead-
ing tandales to their third place
record - In the high jump, the
senior topped 5-5 to come in se-
cond in a nuissance of a finish.

While she should have tied for
first place in feet and inches, her
mark on the third attempt, Tamra Brown of WSU
sett her mark on the first

Tewsi also finished second in the
long jump, finishing second in
the big jump, the senior topped 5-5 to come in se-
cond in a nuissance of a finish.

SEE TRACK PAGE 16

Amy White

Staff Writer

Big Sky Conference team ten-
nis concluded Saturday in the
Kimbo Dome. The University of
Idaho played host to Weber State,
Boise State, Northern
Arizona, Idaho State, Montana
State, University of Montana, and
Eastern Washington.

This is the second year for
tennis as an event in the
BSG and also the second year it
has been played in the Kimbo

Team tennis and its unique
format, combining both men
and women, has proven successful.
It is very rare when all the teams
in the BSC can come together
come their competition with-
out an enormous travel bill.

The coaches as a unit would like to
see team tennis have a bigger
impact — the scores do not
affect any conference records,
and therefore do not carry much
weight.

Next year's tennis tournament will be played in
Pocatello at ISU.

SEE TENNIS PAGE 17
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LARGE pay for a small
FREE DELIVERY

LATE NIGHT
16' Pizza
One item $7.00
Two items $8.00
Three items $9.00

AND
FREE COKES
Only after 9PM.

NEW
Chicken Fajita
Try our new chicken
Fajita or try our other specialties like:
perfection, veggie, beef, etc.
Classico, Delight, Dr. Oetker, or
most market with 2 coles
only $10.00
FREE DELIVERY
not valid with other offers
expires 2-15-94

NEW
Double Dare
Two 12" for
One Topping Pizza
or
Two 16" for
One Topping Pizza
FREE DELIVERY
not valid with other offers
expires 2-15-94
who ran for a time of 1:01.80 to also finish her heat second, fourth overall.  
Other noted Vandal finishers included Jessica Webb, who threw for a distance of 35.314 in the shot put to become another Vandal to place fourth.  
In the 55 meter hurdles, Karen McCluskey ran for a time of 6.63 seconds to finish third in the heat and fourth overall.  
Traci Hanegan went the distance for a time of 7.44 seconds in the 55 meters.  
Hanegan’s time was good enough to give her a third-place heat finish and a fifth-place finish overall.  
Just seven-hundredths of a second separated this senior from her teammate and fellow competitor Bodwell.  
Junior Emily Wise concluded the Idaho presence in the track standings.  
In the 55 meter hurdles, her time of 8.99 seconds placed third in her heat and sixth overall, coming less than a second shy of McCluskey.  
Contrary to last Friday’s publication as well as the track schedule, the Idaho men did not participate in the invitational.  
According to assistant coach Jim Wharton, the men were given the weekend off in order to prepare for consecutive home meets which are to come in the next two weeks.

**BRIEFLY**

Overall dual meet standings from the Idaho Scoring Invitational finally came in last week.  
The men placed third with a 2-2 record. Their wins came against Portland, 59 to 16, and Eastern Washington, 26 to 23.  
Their two losses came from University of Washington, 55 to 22, and Washington State, 27 to 22.  
The women finished fourth in the invitational with a 0-3 record.  
Their only win came against Portland, 45 to 20, and the losses from UW, 51 to 12, Washington State, 27 to 14.

**VANDALS**

*From Page 14*

Over time. The winning shot was made by a free throw off a Potter foul that Watson managed to sink, and Benji Johnson sealed it with the layup to secure the 92-89 victory.  
The Vandals had some strong help off the bench from Dan Stiefel who put up 11 points for his career high. He also managed to pull down five rebounds.

Idaho v. Boise State

It would be a tie to say that Friday night’s game against Idaho State didn’t contribute to the disappointing loss in the Pavilion against Boise State. The Broncos ended up winning 67-64.  
A four-hour road trip right after a triple overtime game did set the team back a bit. Watson also added a double double with nine points and 10 rebounds.

The second half did not prove to be as captivating for Vandals fans as the first with just the last 10 minutes, when the UI started to cut its deficit from 11, and soon enough the lead was down to four off a Todd Spike eight-foot jumper with eight minutes left to play.  
This caused the Vandals to react with a timeout. They came back from the hole immediately and added a couple more to their side raising the Vandals deficit to eight.  
Fighting back they managed to get within three of a Lightfoot jumper from 22 feet out. For many moments the score switched back and forth the deficit being three, five, three, five.  
With only 35 ticks remaining on the board the Vandals were down by two when Brandt fouled John Color who missed.

Then Johnson fouled Steve Shepard who missed. Then Watson fouled Shanbric Williams who missed the first and nailed the second to put the Broncos up by three.

Idaho tried to come back to send another game into overtime as they threw up a three-pointer and missed.  
Lightfoot did manage to make five for nine 3-pointers, and Watson added his collection of doubles with 11 points and 10 rebounds.  
The Vandals were just unable to get anything to drop. The RSI offense stumped the UI field goal percentage.  
The Vandals did have the better half of making 50 percent of their 3-pointers as well as two-thirds of their free throws.

**PAY OFF TIME**

University of Idaho Athletics honored female athletes Friday.

**TRACK**

*From Page 13*

...
Idaho v. Montana State

On Sunday, after three consecutive days of tennis for the men, they placed a regular dual match against Montana State early Sunday morning. The Bobcats defeated the Vandals in team tennis, but that did not influence the men's play on Sunday.

Idaho defeated the Bobcats 5-2 in the Big Sky Conference tennis action. Dave Scott, UT tennis coach, watched with the victory and how well the teams stoodings.

Tennis Attraction

The unrelenting zone defense of the Vandals' slight BSU's dominant inside game and held the Broncos to 34 percent shooting.

Idaho's Hynas (6-3), and Poinciana (6-2) matched up well with the taller front line of Varbanova (6-4) and Terenova (6-3).

Turnovers hurt the Vandals the most. They committed 24 compared to BSU's 15, a team that is unforgiving, and capitalizes on opportunities.

Idaho head coach Laurie Turner stated, "I thought we did a very good job defensively. We lacked a little execution [on offense]."

They had so many more opportunities to shoot the ball. We played a lot of kids to try to get a basket out of them," he said.

The Vandals' bench only contributed 5 points, all scored by DeLeeuw. This weekend, the Vandals will endure their toughest road trip this season, facing 24th ranked Montana and a tough Montana State team.

EDGE STATE (17-7, 1)
Trelawny 9-10 (1), Idaho 9-6 (0)
Varbanova 6-6 (0), Idaho 6-6 (1)
Stalow 3-8 (1), Idaho 6-6 (0), Idaho 0-2 (1)
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Doubles tournament won as successful for the Vandals. The team of Haldy/Toomey claimed a 3-1 victory in the No. 1 doubles position. Lall and Stleton lost a close match, 6-3, in the No. 2 doubles competition, and the team Davel/Bouwery easily tackled an 84 victory to UL's advantage.
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Spring enrollment at UI, WSU increases over previous years

For the third year in a row, spring semester enrollment at the University of Idaho has reached a record high — reaching 11,243 students.

This year’s spring enrollment represents a 2.3 percent increase over last spring’s 10,988 students enrolled at UI, and a record number of students. However, it is slightly below last fall semester’s enrollment of 11,543.

“This represents a continued pattern of growth,” said W. Hal Goddard, vice president of student affairs. “As in the past several springs, we attribute this increase in large part to continued success in our efforts to enhance retention of students.”

UI officials have developed several programs aimed specifically at retaining freshmen since 1984. For example, they track freshmen performance carefully, schedule intensive advising sessions as necessary, teach several courses for freshmen on how to become successful students, and have sponsored freshmen teaching forums for UI faculty.

Of the UI students enrolled for spring semester, 9,328 see taking courses in the Moscow campus. Another 1,291 are at one of the UI’s resident instructional centers located in Coeur d’Alene, Boise and Idaho Falls.

Enrollment across the border at Washington State University also has increased its spring enrollment to 17,799. This is an increase of more than 500 from a year ago, 15,625 of those are on the Pullman campus compared with 15,436 in spring of 1993.

The fall enrollment at WSU was 19,023. WSU officials say this decline from fall to spring is due to students dropping out of school and students who graduated in December. The number of new students that enrolled at WSU did not match the number of those who left. This decrease is similar to ones in the past according to several WSU officials.

A darkroom became the Outdoor Program office. The Dipper Dance Hall became a meeting room which became Argonaut offices which became a study area. The Pend Orielle room became the Ticket Express. The Senate office became the yearbook office which became the Outdoor Program which became the Outdoor Rental Center. A dish storage closet became the Pend Orielle room. The Alumni Center became the ASUI Office. An art gallery became the ASUI Productions Office which became the Senate Offices. The ASUI Program office became the ASUI Senate office which became the office of New Student Services. The billiards room became the Computer Lab and the Stereo Lounge. The Sawtooth room became a hair salon. The Argonaut office became the Copy Center. A storage area became the Campus Police Substation which became the graphics production room which became a video arcade. The Borah Theater was a front projection theater which became a back projection theater which became a back and front projection theater. The Russet room became an office for Student Financial Aid Services. Part of the Main office became the office of New Student Services which became the ASUI Productions office. The stereo lounge became the office of the Vice President for Student Affairs. The yearbook office became the Cataldo room which became the student organization office which became the office of the ASUI Program Board. The ASUI President’s office became the ASUI Vice President’s office which became the ASUI President’s office. The Program Coordinator’s office became the Senate Conference room. The Argonaut production area became the Russet and Sawtooth rooms. The Operation’s Manager office became the office of the Director of New Student Services which became the office of the University Program Coordinator. The Spalding-Cataldo rooms became the Argonaut offices. The Beesoo-ka room became the Gem of the Mountains office. A storage area for coat racks became the Pow Wow room. The bookstore became the office of Student Financial Aid Services. The candy store became the Karmelkorn Shop which became the Espresso Stop. The Blue Bucket Cafe became the Vandal Cafe. The Blue Dining room became the Blue Bucket restaurant. The Pow Wow room became an office for KUOI. The third floor lounge became a reception area for Student Media. The Argonaut Reprographics room became the office of the International Friendship Association. A hallway area used for canoe storage became a study area. A janitorial closet became the office of SUB Systems which became the computer repair area. The gameroom manager’s office became a t.v. lounge. The west parking lot became the Bookstore. Everything changes. Nothing stays the same. Times change...and change is good.